The Allen Advance Table is designed with improved safety features specifically related to the surgical top's connection to the table, helping to avoid accidentally dropping the surgical top if the incorrect pin is pulled. In addition, this solution offers a more modern and intuitive user interface with convenience features such as central locking castors — all at a desirable cost.

- Modern user interface helps the user understand the “state” that the table is currently in e.g. locked, unlocked, tilted, trend or reverse trend
- Innovative “H-Bracket” design ensures that if the pin connecting the H-Bracket to the table base is accidentally pulled, the patient support top will not fall to the floor
- Central locking castors controlled directly from the pendant
- EZ Roll castors help the caregiver when transporting the table around the OR
- Numbered H-Brackets help with communication between caregivers when attaching the different tops to the base
- Patient weight capacity: 600 lbs (272 kg)
- 360° rotation capabilities

### Allen Advance Table Standard Package #A-71001

**What's Included**

- A-71100  Advance Table (1)
- A-71400  Advance Rail Top (1)
- A-71300  Advance Prone Support Set (1*)
- A-71501† Adjustable Access. Rail (1)
- A-70500* Armboard Rail (2)
- A-70615† Arm Support (2)
- A-70501† Flex Frame Access. Rail, 6" (2)
- A-71404 Cervical Traction Bar (1)
- A-71402 Advance H-Bracket (4)
- A-71600† Advance Accessory Cart (1)
- A-71410 Advance Flat Top (1)
- A-70436 Advance Flat Top Pad (1)
- A-71411 Advance Safety Straps (4)
- A-71401 Advance Pins (8)
- A-71403 Advance Pendant (1)
- O-RSX2 Large Security Strap (2)

Includes country specific power cord

### Allen Advance Table Premium Package #A-71002

**What's Included**

- A-70700  C-Flex® Head Positioning System Package (includes A-70725 Reverse Starburst Adaptor)

Includes all from A-71001 plus the following:

### Allen Advance Table Complete Package #A-71003

**What's Included**

- A-70700  C-Flex® Head Positioning System Package (includes A-70725 Reverse Starburst Adaptor)
- A-70800  Allen Bow® Frame Package

Includes all from A-71001 plus the following:

### *Allen Advance Prone Support Set #A-71300 Included in Standard Package #A-71001

**What's Included**

- A-71301  Advance Chest Support w/pad (1)
- A-71303  Advance Hip Support - Small w/pad (2)
- A-71305  Advance Hip Support - Medium w/pad (2)
- A-71307  Advance Hip Support - Large w/pad (2)
- A-71309  Advance Thigh Support w/pad - Left (1)
- A-71311  Advance Thigh Support w/pad - Right (1)
- A-71312  Advance Sling Support (1)
- A-71316  Advance Head Plate (1)
- A-70404  Supine Accessor. Top, 12" (2)

**Prone Support Disposables:**

- A-70862  Foam Head Blocks (Case of 6 sets)**
- A-71261  Ultra Comfort Covers, Small (Case of 6 sets)
- A-71262  Ultra Comfort Covers, Medium (Case of 6 sets)**
- A-71263  Ultra Comfort Covers, Large (Case of 6 sets)
- A-70863  Foam Arm Supports (Case of 6 sets)

† Specify Rail Type: US, EU, UK, JP, DEN

**Included in initial package order**
Innovative H-Bracket Design
Central Locking EZ Roll Castors
Modern User Interface
360° Rotation